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On behalf of the Chairman and Board of Trustees of the 
Rose of Sharon Foundation, it is my pleasure once again 
to update you on the impact the Foundation has made in 
the lives of our beneficiaries during the period under 
review (December 2018 to May 2019). We give God all 
the glory for the ability He continues to provide for us to 
fulfil the mandate of being a blessing in the lives of 
widows, their children and orphans within our reach. 

RoSF Annual Christmas Party
Our annual Christmas party which held on 14th 
December 2018 for widows, their children and orphans 
had more than 500 participants in attendance. As usual 
it was full of fun and laughter. The Founders award for 
outstanding students who have excelled in their 
academics also held on that day with six students going 
home with cash and gifts as a reward to boost the 
commitment of our students to their academics. The 
award category ranged from: Primary School, Junior 
Secondary, Senior Secondary, Ordinary National Diploma, 
Higher National Diploma and Bachelor's Degree. The 
overall best graduating Student, Mr. Yinusa Ahmed was 
awarded a master's degree Scholarship in any field of his 
choice in a Nigeriann University

Stanbic IBTC Partners with RoSF to Empower 
Beneficiaries
Sixty-five beneficiaries who had undergone skills 
acquisition training through the RoSF Skills Acquisition 
Programs and Yaba College of Technology Skills 
Acquisition Center were also presented with work tools 
that was donated by Stanbic IBTC Bank. We are using 
this medium to appreciate the management for their 
support. We pray that the good Lord will continue to 
bless their organisation in Jesus name. Details of the 
programme are enclosed in the newsletter. 

The RoSF Youth Empowerment Program (RoYEP) 
The third edition of the Foundation's Youth 
Empowerment Programme held on 27th April 2019 at 
the Yaba College of Technology Lagos, themed 
'Reshaping the Mindset of the Nigerian Youth'. The 
event had 1,332 participants in attendance. We had 
volunteer facilitators come to teach on areas about real 
estate, small business importation and a career coach 
who gave the participants tips on how to compete 
favourably in the workplace. To date, we have trained 
2,180 Nigerian youths in different areas of enterprise 
which include: Fish Farming, Interior Decorations, 

Perfumery, Millinery, Wig making and Shoe making among 
others.

Courtesy Visit to the Former Grand Matron of the Rose 
of Sharon Foundation
The Founder, Ambassadors and staff members of the 
Foundation paid a courtesy visit to the former Grand Matron of 
RoSF, Her Excellency, Mrs Abimbola Ambode. This was in 
appreciation of her outstanding contributions towards the 
welfare of widows and orphans during her tenure.

The RoSF Micro Credit Scheme
In the last six months under review, the Foundation has 
empowered a total of 187 widows with their first, second or 
third interest free loans. To date, over 1,087 widows have been 
granted loans with flexible repayment plans to help them start, 
expand or sustain their businesses.

RoSF Expansionary Drive
The Foundation embarked on its expansion drive to extend her 
operations to reach widows and orphans in all the 36 states in 
Nigeria in line with our vision. We are glad to report that the 
Foundation has empowered 146 widows with interest free 
micro-credit loans while 77 orphans and 122 widows children 
have been given scholarships up to university level.

RoSF Alumni
We are happy to announce that fourteen of our beneficiaries 
graduated during the 2017/18 academic year. This makes a 
total of one hundred and fifty-six (156) graduates since 
inception. We are also proud of Miss Popoola Margaret 
Doyinsola who graduated with a First-Class degree in 
Accountancy, from the University of Lagos. We welcome them 
into the RoSF Alumni Association and wish them success in 
their various career paths.

In conclusion, I appreciate the contribution of ALL our partners 
who continuously work with us to fulfil our mandate of making 
life beautiful for our beneficiaries. I pray that God will bless 
them and their organisations in Jesus name. 



RoSF 2018 Widows and Orphans Christmas Party

...Go your way, eat the fat, drink the sweet, and send portions to those for whom nothing is

  prepared….'(Nehemiah 8:10) NKJV

Christmas we all know is a holiday filled with good cheer, joy, merriment and time with family and friends. It is 

a season for fun, love, happiness and lots more. But there are a group of people in every society who are not 

able to enjoy the Christmas season as much as they would have loved to. These are those who do not have 

the means to enjoy the season. 

RoSF uses this time of the year to celebrate with those (widows, their children and orphans) whom nothing is 

prepared for. At RoSF Christmas party, everything needed to have a fun-filled day is always made available for 

them, leaving each participant with a memory of being loved and cared for. Some of the activities of the day 

include widows cultural dance performance, children dance competition, horse riding, bouncing castle, games 

etc

Mrs. Alakija addressing the audience RoSF Founder and Ambassadors at the party

RoSF children having fun at the party RoSF widows cultural group presentation
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Six students received the Founder's handshake and cash gifts for emerging the best in their respective 

academic category. This is done each year to boost the commitment of our students towards their studies. 

This has also created a competitive drive amongst them as they look forward to being the next recipient for 

the Founder's handshake and cash award. 

The names of the outstanding students who received the last academic performance awards and their

categories are: 

  Primary School category - Olatunji Michael 

  Junior Secondary School category - Okanlawon Kehinde

  Senior Secondary School category - Okeame Emmanuel

  Ordinary National Diploma category - Olabamiji Samuel

  Higher National Diploma category - Okpalanyin Blessing

  Bachelor's Degree category - Yinusa Ahmed

Founder's Award for Outstanding Academic Performance, 2018

The Founder presenting cash award to 
Kehinde Odebisi

Oyensanya Oluwatobiloba smiling as she 
recieves her cash award from the Founder

Yinusa Ahmed Korede (overall best student) 
recieving his cash gift from the Founder

Olarewaju Ibitoye recieves his cash award while 
his proud mother looks on
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More Graduates added to the RoSF Alumni list

RoSF is happy to announce that fourteen (14) Students graduated from tertiary institutions across the Country

in 2017/18 academic year. This makes a total of One Hundred and Fifty-Six (156) beneficiaries of the

foundation who have been given scholarships up to university level since inception. We celebrate Miss
st 

Popoola Margaret Doyinsola the first RoSF graduate who graduated with a 1 class degree in Accountancy

from the University of Lagos. 

The Names, Courses of Study and the Institutions of the 14 graduants in the 2017/18 academic session are

as follows: -

Popoola Margaret Doyinsola - B.Sc.  Accountancy, University of Lagos

Sobowale Olawunmi Mariam - B.Sc. Geography, University of Lagos

Ifeneme Nonye Lucy - B.A. English Language, University of Lagos

Yinusa Ahmed Korede - B.A. Creative Art, University of Lagos

Obaro Dorcas Erinayo - B.Sc. Med. Laboratory Science, University of Lagos

Ajiboye Damilola - B.A. Mass Communication, National Open University            

         

                  
                                           

Olusola Abigail - B.A.(Ed) English Language, Tai Solarin University of Education

Arogunyo Funmilayo - B.A. English Language, Lagos State University

Ayanfodun Adejumobi - B.Sc. Physics, Olabisi Onabanjo University

Aluku Mercy Ashibebonye - B.Sc. Business Administration, Cross River University of Technology

Odebisi Kehinde - B.Sc.(Ed) Chemistry, Tai Solarin University of Education

Odebisi Taiwo -B.Sc.(Ed) Economics, Tai Solarin University of Education

Seriki Oluwaseun - HND Accountancy, Yaba College of Technology

Miss Popoola Magret Doyinsola

Miss Ifeneme Nonye Lucy

RoSF staff celebrating with the graduates at Unilag

Miss Obaro Dorcas Erinayo

Miss Sobowale Olawunmi Mariam
Dorcas and her mum, 
Mrs. Victoria Obaro
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Presentation of  work tools sponsored by Stanbic IBTC Bank to RoSF beneficiaries

 Stanbic IBTC bank as part of it’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives partnered with RoSF by 

presenting work tools to our beneficiaries. These are widows and orphans who have acquired different skills 

through the RoSF Skills Acquisition scheme and Yaba College of Technology Skills Acquisition centre. We thank 

the management of Stanbic IBTC bank for the generous donation towards the empowerment of more than 

65 widows and orphans with these work tools to support their daily incomes.

Cross section of work tools donated 
by Stanbic IBTC bank Representatives of Stanbic IBTC bank 

The Founder presenting cassava pounding machine to 
Mrs. Elemaru. Mrs. O. Talabi rejoicing with her sewing mahine.

The Founder, Ambassadors, representatives of Stanbic IBTC bank and cross section of the beneficiaries with their work tools
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RoSF  Youth Empowerment Programme 2019 (YEP)

The 2019 edition of the Youth Empowerment Programme organised by the Rose of Sharon Foundation (RoSF), 

at Yaba College of Technology Lagos, was tailored towards 'Reshaping the Mindset of the Nigerian 

Youth'. The event provided a window of opportunity for all in attendance as IT experts and other successful 

entrepreneurs provided the participants with information that can help them in their various endeavours.

In her welcome address, the Founder RoSF, Mrs. Folorunso Alakija noted that “with the growing rate of 

unemployment today among the youth, and pressure from friends to take shortcuts to attain success, it was 

imperative for all concerned to begin to focus discussion on their mindsets. According to her, "the youth are 

our future, hope and also those we would be handing the success baton to. But a lot of things have 

continued to decay in our present day society. We need to begin to work on the mindsets of our youth 

especially in this age and time when they are exposed to several societal vices like prostitution, cultism, drug 

trafficking, hooliganism, examination malpractices, rape, drug abuse etc.”

She further said that "Impatience seems to have become a norm among our youths. We need to start talking 

about this because these are our future leaders. The future of this great nation belongs to them. As you all 

know, this event used to be exclusive to youths registered under our foundation before now, but we realised 

that this is something that would be beneficial to everyone; hence we have decided to throw it open to all. I 

specially welcome you all in attendance to this great event. As an entrepreneur or aspiring entrepreneur, you 

need the right mindset to excel. You need quality mentoring and you don't have to follow shortcuts, because 

it would only lead to destruction”.

She concluded by advising the participants to “begin to instil the mindset of education, hard work, 

entrepreneurship, tenacity, patience and contentment in themselves so they can attain the future of their 

dream”. She also told them that they were in the right place at the right time and encouraged them that they 

can be  successful entrepreneurs without getting involved in crime, if they endeavour to get skilled, educated, 

and cultivate a right attitude.

The facilitators and invited speakers at the event were: Mr. Gbobaniyi Olushola, a certified HR consultant, 

motivational speaker and life coach, Mr. Onifade Olarotimi, a Real Estate merchant, Mrs. Oluwadamilola Coles 

a life coach and Mr. Michael Agboola  an ICT Expert.

Another high point of the event was the panel session with four outstanding beneficiaries of RoSF in the 

persons of; Dr Opeoluwa Akinyemi, Miss Doyinsola Popoola, Mr. Hammed Mabadeje and Dr Antonio 

Motunrayo, who were sponsored through school by the Rose of Sharon Foundation. They shared with the 

participants their experiences and challenges while at school and their motivating factors for success.

The audience were inspired by the stories of Miss Doyinsola Popoola, who graduated with a first class degree 

in Accountancy from the University of Lagos, and went on to win an internationally funded project as well as 

that of Mr. Hammed Mabadeje, an orphan who lost both parents at a very tender age and had to drop out of 

school, till he encountered RoSF who sponsored him through university, where he later graduated with a 

second class upper degree and is now an entrepreneur who deals in exotic cars.
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RoSF  Youth Empowerment Programme (YEP) 2019

Outstanding beneficiaries from RoSF sharing their 
testimonies with the audinace

Arial view of attendees at YEP 2019

Facilitators responding to questions 
from the audience

Cross section of the audience

Facilitators and RoSF officials 

Dr. Motunrayo Antonia responding to 
a question from the audience
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 Courtesy visit to the former Grand Matron of RoSF

The Founder of the Rose of Sharon Foundation, Mrs Folorunso Alakija, led the group of RoSF Ambassadors, 

and Staff in a courtesy visit to the former Grand Matron of RoSF, Her Excellency, Mrs Abimbola Ambode, the 

wife of the Governor of Lagos State. 

This is in appreciation of her outstanding contributions towards the welfare of widows and orphans during 

her tenure.

Her Excellency Mrs. Ambode, Mrs. Folorunso Alakija and some 
RoSF Ambassadors. Mrs. Alakija presenting a gift to Her Excellency, Mrs. Ambode

 Mrs. Alakija appreciating Her Excellency Mrs. Ambode for her 
support during her tenure  

Her Excellency, the Founder, RoSF Ambassadors and staff

The Grand Matron and the Founder in a warm embrace
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The Rose of Sharon Foundation Expantionary programmes

RoSF embarked on its expansion drive to extend her operations to reach widows and 

orphans in all the 6 Geo-political zones in Nigeria in December 2018. Prior to this the 

operations were limited to the south-west region of the country. 

Despite some challenges experienced by the state and zonal representatives in the 

course of onboarding new beneficiaries in some zones, we are glad to report that we 

were able to achieve our set goals of empowering widows and orphans in all the 36 

states of the federation. Those empowered have started benefiting from RoSF life-

changing intervention programmes. This is an initiative borne out of the benevolence 

of the Founder of RoSF, Mrs. Folorunso Alakija in addressing the long-term needs of 

Nigeria's vulnerable population in a more sustainable term and guarantee a bright 

future for our beneficiaries.

Challenges Encountered across the Zones

Some predominant challenges encountered by the RoSF officials to the zones are, 

language barrier, bad road network, political interference and security issues in some 

states. Others are, rural schools without bank accounts, undocumented birth and 

death cases and nonchalant attitude of some widows etc.

A prevailing observation across the communities visited were the apathy and lack of 

trust of potential beneficiaries to the programme. This was as a result of previous 

disappointing experiences from other NGOs. Some of them concealed their identities 

by giving ficticious names and addresses till they began to get testimonies from RoSF 

beneficiaries. 

However, despite all odds, RoSF was able to achieve it goals of empowering 250 

widows and 150 orphans in the five geo political zone of the nation. 

This is a comprehensive report of the activities of each zone, within the last six months 

covering November 2018 to April 2019



The North-Central Geopolitical zone consist of the following states - Kogi, Benue, Nassarawa, Niger, Plateau and Kwara. 

The zone was divided into two namely, North-Central 1 and 2 zones

The list of each representative and the state covered are:

  Mr. Simon Peter - Kogi State                                 

  Mr. Anthony Chafa - Benue State

  Miss Jessy Ante - Nassarawa State 

  Mr. Abduljalil Adinoyi - Niger State 

  Mr. Mwakapwa Wilfred - Plateau State

  Mr. Saleem Yahaya - Kwara State

 

Key Achievements

A total of 48 students (which comprised of 27 widows children and 21 orphans) have been granted scholarships up to 

university level and 31 widows have started benefitting from RoSF interest-free loans.

In addition to this, our state representatives have been able to work with community leaders to gather their support and 

mobilise beneficiaries for the programme; this has resulted in risen interest in child education and business engagements 

achieved in all the states under this zone.  

North-Central Geopolitical Zone

Mr. Adinoyi, RoSF zonal cordinator - North-Central 1 presenting an empowerment 
letter to Mrs. Mariam Yinusa, a widow from Niger state

Mr. Adinoyi presents an empowerment letter to 
Mrs. Maryam Abdullahi, a widow in Niger State

Zonal rep. North Central 2 visits Mrs. Evelyn Ibrahim and her children in Jos

Mr. Yahaya Saleem, RoSF Kwara State volunteer presenting an empowerment 
letter to Mrs. Falilat Shuiabu, a widow in Kwara State

Kogi state rep. hands over empowerment letter on behalf of 
Miss Nusayaba Sulaiman (an orphan) to her care giver

Master Ezra Bulus (an orphan) recieves his empowerment letter in 
Jos from Plateau State RoSF rep. 
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North-Central Geopolitical Zone

RoSF North-Central 2 team
Mr. Abraham David ROSF volunteer in Abuja presenting empowerment 

fund to Mr. Salihu Nasir (an orphan) to acquire barbing skill

Ms. Jessy Ante Nassarawa State rep. handing over 

empowerment letter to Mrs. Aisha Usman

Mrs. Victoria Daniel(a widow) recieves her empowerment letter 
from Kogi State rep.

An orphan recieves her empowerment letter from Mr. Yahaya Saleem 
RoSF volunteer in Kwara state

RoSF volunteer poses with Mrs. Maryam Ezekiel 
and her child in Akwanga, Keffi, Nassarawa

Chidera Favour (an orphan) recieving her 
empowerment letter in Nasarawa State
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North-East Geopolitical Zone

Mary Dauda, a widow from Kukar Gadu Community, Yobe State, 
bought goats with the interest-free loan she received from RoSF

RoSF Yobe state Rep. with some orphans at Kukar Gadu Community 
in Fika L.G.A,Yobe state

Mr. Inuwa, RoSF North-East Zonal coordinator (2) pays a courtesy call to one 
of the community leaders  Mal. Baba Umar in Dugja community, Biu, Borno state 

The North-East Zonal Coordinator (2) Mr. Inuwa, poses with Mrs. Yauta and her son (Ahmed) 

who is a beneficiary of the RoSF scholarship scheme, in Kafin Madaki community, Bauchi state 

Mrs Usman a beneficiary started her garment business with 
the loan given to her by RoSF in Dugja Community, Biu L.G.A of Borno state

The North-East Geopolitical zone consist of the following states - Taraba, Gombe, Adamawa, Borno, Bauchi and Yobe. 

The zone was divided into two namely: North-East 1 and 2 zones

The list of each representative and the state covered are:

  Mr. Tosin Suberu - Gombe State                                 

  Mr. Akawu Johnson - Adamawa State

  Mr. Bala Ndahi -Borno State 

  Mrs. Hussaina Ayuba Dadanmu - Bauchi State 

  Mr. Inuwa Gumau - Yobe State

  Mr. Saratu Ibrahim - Taraba State

 

Key Achievement

A total of 31 students (which comprised of 19 widows children and 12 orphans) have been granted scholarships up to 

university level and 31 widows have started benefitting from RoSF interest-free loans.

  

North-East Zonal Coordinator (2) poses with RoSF orphans,their caregiver Mal. Garambal 

and School principal at Excellent Academy, Biu Borno state, during his welfare visit
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North-East Geopolitical Zone

RoSF beneficiaries in Dawa community of Nangere L.G.A, 
Yobe State

Presentation of empowerment letter to orphans by RoSF 
Bauchi State Reps. Mrs Hussaina Dadanu and RoSF North East 2 Zonal 

coordinator at Kagadaman Dass Community, Bauchi state.

Mrs. Ibrahim, one of the beneficiaries of RoSF interest-free 
loan, bought a sewing machine in Biu LGA, Borno State

Two of the widows’ children benefited from RoSF scholarship in Tawfiq 
Academy, Bauchi state.

Mrs. Mohammed Yauta repaired her grinding machine with the interest-free 
loan she recieved form RoSF in Kafin Madaki Community, Ganjuwa LGA, Bauchi

Mrs. Isah from Dawa community in Yobe state, engaged in petty trade 
with the loan provided by RoSF.
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North-West Geopolitical Zone

Zamfara State rep. presenting letter of empowerment 
to RoSF beneficiary

North-west zone team
Sokoto State rep. presenting empowerment letter to 

Mrs Jamila Aliyu

Sokoto State rep. presenting empowerment letter to 
Mrs Luba Hassan a widow

The North-West Geopolitical zone consist of the following states - Sokoto, Katsina, Kebbi, Kano, Zamfara, Kaduna and 

Jigawa. 

The list of each representative and the state covered are:

  Miss. Halima Muhammed - Sokoto State                                 

  Mr. Ochenu Paul - Katsina State

  Mr. Ajomale Wale - Kebbi State 

  Miss. Rose Adejor - Kano State 

  Mr. Muktar Yusuf - Zamfara State

  Mr. Hosea Laya - Taraba State

  Mrs. Abigail Joseph - Jigawa State

 

Key Achievement

A total of 38 students (which comprised of 26 widows children and 12 orphans) have been granted scholarships up to 

university level and 35 widows have started benefitting from RoSF interest-free loans.

Advocacy visits were carried out across the zone for the purpose of familiarising community leaders, religious leaders and 

village heads about the foundation and it objectives. However our activities in the Nort-West region were limited to 20 

communities due to the security issues in that region
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North-West Geopolitical Zone

Sokoto-North beneficiaries pose with their empowerment letters

Zamfara State rep. presenting letter of empowerment
to orphan Katsina State rep. Mr. Paul Ochenu and some beneficiaries

RoSF beneficiaries with Kaduna State rep. Mr Hosea Laya

Kebbi State rep. presenting letter of empowerment to 
beneficiaryHappy Nafisat an orphan after receiving her empowerment letter

  Miss Halima Mohammed (North-West Zonal coordinator)  
and Miss Rose Adejor (Kano State rep.) with RoSF beneficiaries
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South-East Geopolitical Zone

A caregiver receiving the RoSF Orphans empowerment letter
RoSF volunteer presents empowerment letter 

to beneficiary

 RoSF Zonal coordinator visits beneficiary at 
Eke Umuoji, Anambra State.

RoSF volunteer visit orphan at school  

Enugu State rep. at Model Comprehensive School Agbani 
Community

Enugu State rep. at Surban Comprehensive Sec. Sch Amuri 
Community

The South-East Geopolitical zone consist of the following states - Imo, Enugu, Anambra, Abia and Ebonyi. 

The list of each representative and the state covered are:

  Mr. Ogbonna Solomon - Imo State                                 

  Mr. Aneke Onyedikachi - Enugu State

  Miss. Nwankwo Bibian - Anambra State 

  Mr. Anizoba Chidozie - Abia State 

  Mr. Alor Chizoba - Ebonyi State

  

  
Key Achievements

A total of 48 students (which comprised of 29 widows children and 19 orphans) have been granted scholarships up to 

university level and 32 widows have started benefitting from RoSF interest-free loans.

Another key achievement in the zone is the formation of new savings groups which started in April 2019, after receiving 

financial training from the RoSF State reps. Each savings group comprised of three RoSF widows, they meet every four 

market days to contribute from their profits so that they would be able to repay their loans faster and expand their 

businesses.
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South- East Geopolitical Zone

RoSF staff on joint home visit to one of the widow’s house at 
Agbani community

A widows child receiving counseling by the RoSF volunteerHome visit to our beneficiary orphan by the RoSF Zonal 
coordinator volunteer

RoSF Zonal coordinator visits orphan beneficiary in school

SOUTH EAST TEAM

RoSF visited empowered orphan at Umogi 
Community in Anambra State 

 A beneficiary started her textile business with 
the loan given to her by RoSF 
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South-South Geopolitical Zone

Presentation of empowerment letter to Mrs Blessing Andy (a widow ) 
from Azikoro community by the state Rep of Bayelsa state.

Presentation of empowerment letter to Mrs Calister Asia by the Edo state
rep. in Ekosodin Community

RoSF orphan Miss Agogo Roseline with her care giver and Rivers State rep. 
Presentation of the RoSF empowerment letter to Mrs Osadiayin Osaretin 

in Uselu Community in Edo state.

Mrs Abibat Adeyinka and her family receives her empowerment letter 
with gratitude to the RoSF in Delta State

A presentation of the RoSF empowerment letter to Mrs Progress Gilbert, a 
widow from Azikoro Community by the State rep. in Bayelsa State.

The South-South Geopolitical zone consist of the following states- Edo, Delta, Akwa-Ibom, Cross-River, Bayelsa and 

Rivers. 

The list of each representative and the state covered are:

  Mr. Oduchigozie Eric - Edo State                                 

  Mr. Jackson Ofoegbu - Delta State

  Miss. Udoh Essien - Akwa-Ibom State 

  Mr. Edet Ebek - Cross-River State 

  Mr. Japhet Okon - Bayelsa State

  Mr. Chukwuka Prince - Rivers State

  

Key Achievements

  

A total of 34 students (which comprised of 21 widows children and 12 orphans) have been granted scholarships up to 

university level and 20 widows have started benefitting from RoSF interest-free loans.
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South-South Geopolitical Zone

Mrs. Rita Enema Ifechukwude and her family receives her letter of 
empowerment from the RoSF rep. in Delta state.

Rivers State rep. presents letter of empowerment to Mrs Nathaniel Charity 
at Okrika Water Front Community, Phalga LGA 

 Mrs Eno Iwak of Esierebon Community in Cross River State 
displays her letter of empowerment 

Osome Daufa an orphan with his care giver Mrs Martha Inegita recieving 
his empowerment letter from Bayelsa State rep.  in Agbura Community, 

Bayelsa State

Presentation of empowerment letter to Joseph Godwin, an orphan by 
the RoSF rep. in Agbura Community in Bayelsa State.

A cross section of RoSF beneficiaries (widows and orphans),
with the State rep and the South-South Zonal coordinator in 
Esierebon Community, Cross River State.

Cross-River State rep. presents empowerment letters to 
Mrs Imaobong Obong, Mrs. Esther Effiong and Mrs. Grace in 

Esierebon Community, Cross River State.

Mrs Nkiru Ezigbo and her family accepts her empowerment 
letter with joy and gratitude to the RoSF for their benevolence
in Delta state. 
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